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Designing Against Flutter

A little extra brace at a main bearing point or a little more thickness in a main gusset can .... 3-e). According to Hoerner's book, "Fluid-. Dynamic Drag", this configuration will have still less ... matter what kind of trim tabs you use, check them for. 
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Designing Against Flutter By Bud Ringer, EAA 18158 169 El Sueno Rd. Santa Barbara, Calif. 93105



friend of mine was making a high A speed, rolling maneuver in his newly constructed, 65 hp "Fly Baby", when he had his first experience with aileron flutter. The sight of the wings flapping so violently gave him quite a fright. Later he balanced the ailerons and has had no trouble since. This is probably the best example of what a homebuilder can do to insure himself against the ravages of aerodynamic flutter. Let's call it "Rule No. 1." Now I will shoot that statement down with the comment that I have never found a textbook which would guarantee that balancing would absolutely eliminate flutter. But, judging from all that I have read, comments from qualified persons, and experiences that I have heard about, balancing should be a



99 percent guarantee—especially in the speed realm of homebuilt aircraft. My friend's experience also shows that flutter can develop in very slow



aircraft and even in a proven design. "Rule No. 2" will be (what he had inherent in the "Fly Baby" design) STRENGTH. He feels very fortunate that his plane was strong enough to withstand the forces that occurred. A little extra brace at a main bearing point or a little more thickness in a main g u s s e t can add very little weight but can be very beneficial if the ultimate design loads are reached during flutter. I don't want to pretend to be an expert on flutter, but after experiencing some in my "Cougar", which almost resulted in loss of the plane, (SPORT AVIATION), May, 1968, "See What Flutter Can Do") I delved into textbooks, cornered every expert I could find, and learned some very interesting facts. But first, it's best



to try to understand the exact mechanics of flutter; aside from saying that it is a twisting, ripping, tearing, unstable condition that happens at a critical speed, we can draw a dia-



Anyone who has picked up a technical book on flutter analysis is immediately confronted with what a tremendously complex and difficult problem it is. Not only can the subject be broken down into a myriad of types and causes but the means of analysis and prevention are even more complex. The following article deals with, what has been called, the classical type of flutter, which refers to the most common type experienced in planes with a speed of under 300 mph and using standard control systems. gram. Observe Fig. 1-a, an end-view of a flap and stablilizer which can represent any conventional controlsystem on an airplane whether it be aileron, elevator or rudder. In the following views, da^h lines will indicate the neutral position and can also represent the root of the stabilizer since it should be firmly affixed to the airplane. Note that the CG of the flap is behind the hinge point. If



a gust or vibration (or what have you) moves the stabilizer up or down the flap has a tendency to lag. See Fig. 1-t At a high enough airspeed this, in turn, forces the rear of the
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note also that the balancing horns stabilizer even further down. Since are usually at the tip, since that is the tip is flexible to a certain degree, where the greatest m o t i o n takes there is a twisting action imparted place. Ideally the balance weight as seen in Fig. 1-c. Now the stabilizer "bounces back", and with a new should be distributed along the leading edge of the control surface so angle of attack moves to the up pothat each spanwise element is unisition, with a greater force. Again, formly balanced. But if the control the flap lags (Fig. 1-d) and makes the situation that much worse (Fig. s u r f a c e is torsionally rigid then weight savings can be achieved by 1-e) until either this continuous cycle is held in check by the rigidity of the use of horns. Well, anyway, this talk of partial the stabilizer's construction, or the structure fails (Fig. 1-f). Of course, counterbalancing and lightening of this all happens quite rapidly and control surfaces f i n a l l y gets us can reach its full force in a matter around to "Rule No. 3." Always make of seconds. control surfaces as light as possible Now if the flap is balanced to its and the supporting stabilizer as torhinge point, it can be seen that all sionally stiff as possible. Referring surfaces would move together. A back to Fig. 1-b, it can be seen that slight bit of overbalancing would less mass in the flap will impart less have a tendency to damp out any force to the stabilizer. The lighter motion in the stabilizer. This sethe one and the stiffer the other quence can be s e e n in Fig. 2-a automatically raises the flutter frethrough Fig. 2-c. It is my under- quency (critical speed). Like me, standing, however, that overbalancing you may have often wondered why is rarely needed in the speed range there is so much sweepback on the of homebuilt aircraft (up to 300 horizontal stabilizer on some planes. mph). If one takes notice of most You guessed it! This planform makes production lightplanes, he will see for stiffer structure at the tip and that the control surfaces have balancis torsionally more rigid. One texting horns which contain weights, but book went so far as to say that a not near enough to balance the flap. high sweepback angle would not flutIn this case, the control surface has ter. been lightened by partial counterNow, for you people who are buildbalancing to the point where it will ing planes with no balancing called have no effect on the stabilizer in out in the plans, there are still some the speed range of that particular airrules you can follow during construccraft, thus will not flutter. But keep tion to lessen the chance of flutter. in mind that companies that build Do not make convex control surthese airplanes have the benefits of faces as in Fig. 3-a and don't forget— aerodynamic experts, wind tunnels, fabric bulging out under pressure will test models, test pilots, etc., etc. also fit this description. A flat-sided While you are looking at these planes, surface (Fig. 3-b) or a concave sur-
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face (Fig. 3-c) will resist flutter and the latter will give the extra dividend of having less drag. If you run into structure problems because of lack of thickness in the flap, there are two things you can do: One is to use a wedge shaped trailing edge (Fig. 3-d) which will also have its own characteristic of resisting flutter. The other is to make the flap thicker in relation to the stabilizer (Fig. 3-e). According to Hoerner's book, "FluidDynamic Drag", this configuration will have still less drag due to boundary layer reattachment. Fig. 3-f shows a combination of all principles. If you want to get fancy, you can also incorporate anti-servo trim tabs which will resist flutter and give more "feel" to small control' surfaces. These have been found to work very well with all movable stabilizers. See Fig. 4. No matter what kind of trim tabs you use, check them for possible looseness for this is supposed to be the most common source of flutter. Some of us have been fortunate enough to survive flutter experiences and I guess there are quite a few who haven't. Personally, I keep my three rules in mind especially when constructing a new design — balance, strength and lightness of c o n t r o l surfaces. As I said before, I am not an expert on this subject and have only gathered a few facts, so if this article does nothing more than excite a more qualified person to present a few more facts, it will have served its purpose.
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Understanding Flutter 

Using heavy fiber-glass tail tips in place of light weight aluminum tips changes horizontal tail frequency. 5. Adding wing tip fuel tanks lowers both torsional.
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Aileron Flutter 

surfaces or the wing itself with a simple eccentric weight which can be made to shake the wing at various speeds. Somewhere in the speed range you will find a ...
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Flight-Flutter Testing 

the section drag-coefficient listed for the airfoil section at RN 6 million and standard roughness. The home- builder who proportions his design around the listed.
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Flight Flutter Testing 

The flight flutter test is intended to demonstrate that the subject airplane is free from flutter behaviors within the specified operating limits of the airplane. This.
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flutter and the aircraft craftsman 

free play in the system that the ailerons induced catastrophic ... This is not the first such instance, nor the only ... Al Smith of Macon, GA, built an excel- lent Acro ...
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Cards Against Humanity rds Against Humanity 

Have them print the game on heavy, white card stock (80-pound or higher). The cards are all black and white, but if you can convince them to use the color ...
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See What Flutter Can Do 

air compressors and spray guns, write to The DeVilbiss ... booklet, "The ABC's of Spray Equipment." ... This will save much time and effort in fabricating small.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Fixing Flutter 

When I throttled back to speed, .... the Saw Millâ€� â€œMoney Has Wingsâ€� . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21-36721 $15.99. Volume Six. â€œRustler On Wheelsâ€� â€œThe Silver Graveâ€�.
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Cards Against Humanity rds Against Humanity 

nice job and the cards will be easier to handle later. 5. We got an awesome clear AMAC box (model 102C) for $1.50 at the. Container Store that holds the cards.
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Flight Testing for Control Flutter 

Jun 6, 1973 - input, shape and weight distribution of the total .... however, reduction of airspeed is para- mount. .... fying than a medical check-up with a.
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Reducing the Risk of Flutter 

inches hang over the edge. While holding it down, pull up and release the overhanging end. You will see and hear the yardstick oscillate. Repeat the experiment ...
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Designing in Context 

The Arm is a part of Damper Assembly which is used in Front Suspension assembly. ... The bottom face of the Arm must be more than 200mm from ...... Detailed instructions for this exercise are provided. .... Create a simple hole of diameter.
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Designing an Airfoil 

time consuming polishing work or to get hints on possible improvements. Numerical Methods. The selection of an airfoil for a model aircraft depends mainly on ...
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Designing Your Homebuilt - Size 

weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to .... ventional" configurations, meaning one wing in front and .... want (in knots) and the gross weight.
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Against Civilization - Libcom.org 

John Zerzan, editor. 1999. Page 2. Introduction...............................................................................................................................4. Section One: Before Civilization.
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protection against hazards 

members comprising a triangle cannot move relative to each other unless the ...... Provide means for removal of heat and smoke from the building as rapidly as .... fire source active, circuit protection must operate to cut off current flow, after.
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designing robots designing humans libro inglese vari dbid quyb 
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Designing With Wood 

and is considered the â€œgold standardâ€� .... Advanced-Flight-Systems.com Phone:(503) 598-7727 ... and over time a spar will crack if too ... The answer, then, was.
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Designing in Context 

skeleton part. âœ“ Modify the axis spacing between the Pillar and .... Select the desired geometry to make the constraint. 4. The two constrained components switch.
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check against delivery 

Or, il y a un point sur lequel je suis convaincue que les positions convergent, et c'est que le TraitÃ© sur l'interdiction des armes nuclÃ©aires n'entre pas en conflit ...
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Against Atlantis! - Mazes & Minotaurs 

hree days worth of Survival . 46) on the trek to ... the Players Manual, p 30) to learn m .... the heroes have survived their e Stichios ... hammer at whatever horror laid waste to his ho. Another ...... Someone should make a movie (or six) dealing.
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Against Civilization - Libcom.org 

MAX HORKHEIMER: DAWN AND DECLINE (1961) . ..... The last and greatest book of the Metamorphoses is devoted to the .... The savage king and his people crown Drake with flowers, â€œwith one consent ...... One may engage in an intense, strenuous experie
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Cards Against Humanity 

Un mime qui fait un AVC. 'i ' Cards Against Humanity. Hulk Hogan. 'i < Gards Against Humanity. Dieu. 'i' Cards Against Humanity. Se dÃ©crasser le dessous des.
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Against the wind 

D. 'til there was nothing left to burn and nothing left to prove. Em. D. G. Em. C. G. And I remember what she said to me, how she swore that it never could end. Em.
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